TDMA is a classic approach to multiple access in digital cellular wireless communications systems and is the multiple access technique of choice for several digital cellular and PCS systems.
TDMA as a Multiple Access Technique
I n a cellular radio system. a number of users in a cellcommunicatewith that cell's base station,which inturncommunicateswiththerestoftheworld,generallythroughcopperorfiberlines.Usually,theparticular cell a user terminal belongs to is dctcrmined by which base station provides the highest signal power or signal to interferencc ratio. In a TDMA cellularradio system,severalusers time-shareacommon carrier frequency to communicate with the base station.Eachuser, transmittinglowbit-ratcdigitized speech or other digital data, is allocatedone or more timeslots within a frame in the downstream (base to users) and upstream (users to base) directions, a5 illustrated in Fig. 1 . In the downstream direction, the base station broadcasts to the active users in a Time Division Multiplex (TDM) format. In the upstream direction, each active user terminal transmits to the base station only in its own assigned timeslot or slots. Inter-user interference is prevented by strict adhercnce to timeslotschedules,andbyguardtimesand time-alignment procedures between upstream timeslots, in order to prevent overlaps due to different propagation limes.
Note that each individual terminal's receiver and transmitter operates with a duty cycle of 1/Nif there are N user terminals with equal bit rates sharing a common bit stream. Upstream and downstream traffic is separated either by using different carrier frequencies i.e., Frequency Division Duplex (FDD), or by alternating in time, i.e., Time Division Duplex (TDD). FDD requires less transmission bandwidth per radio and also less prccise synchronization of upstream and downstream transmissions to minimize interference. On the other hand, TDD requires simpler radio duplexequipment andfacilitatesflexible bandwidth allocation between upstream and downstream traffic. The GSM, IS-54, PDC, and PACS systems all use FDD, while DECT and PHS use TDD.
TDMA is usually combined with Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA), as different carrier frequencies are used in different cells. Frcquencies are only reused in cells sufficiently distant in order to minimize interference. Furthermore, there may be several carrier frequencies used in a cell, each with its own TDMA bit stream and set of user terminals.
Each timeslot in a frame generally contains userdatahits(whichmayinc1udeparitybitsforerror control), as well as extra bits for synchronization, adaptation, control, guard time, etc.The smaller the fraction of the frame devoted to these "overhead" bits, the more efficient is the TDMA frame design. For example, the GSM, PHS andDECTsystems have roughly 30 percent of their total bit rates used for overhead, while the IS-54 and PDC systems have about 20 percent overhcad. The major portion of the overhead in the GSM and IS-54 systems is used for adaptive equalizer training sequences, while in DECT, most of the overhead is used for system control. For a given amount of overhead, higher efficiencies could in principle be achieved by increasing the timeslot duration. However this can have the adverse effectsof increasing the total transmission delay for time-sensitive traffic such as speech, and/or of hampering the system'sability to adapt to rapid changcs in thepropagation environment. 
Comparison with Other Multiple Access Techniques

T '
DMA has several advantages relative to alter-FDMA and Code Division Multiple Access natlvc multiple access techniques, such as (CDMA). One advantage is that common radio and modem equipment, at agiven carricr frequency,can be shared among N users at a base station. Anothcr advantage with respect to FDMA is that bit rates to and from each individual user terminal can be casily varied according to current user needs, by allocating morc or fewer timeslots to the user. This is especially advantageous for integrated vxvice applications. With respect to CDMA, TDMA ha$ the advantage of much less stringent power control requirements, since interuser interference is controlled by timeslot and frequency allocation instead of by processing gain resulting from coded bandwidth spreading. Another importantadvantagerelativetoFDMAandCDMAistllat the timeslot structure gives time for measurements of alternative slots, frequencies, and ports in order to support mobile assistcd or mobile controlled handoff.
TDMA also has some disadvantages with respect to FDMA and CDMA. Because user terminals have a t/Ndutycycle, they have aperiodically pulsatingpowerenvelope.Thispresentsacha1lenge to designers of portable RF units. Frequency and timeslot assignment and management entail a certain extra complexity in TDMA systems, which is not found in CDMA systems. Also, the N times higher bit rate means that TDMA may require equalization against multipath, which is generally avoidcd with FDMA.
TDMA can also be advantageously combined with packet-type multiple access schemes in integrated voice/data applications, involving pcrhaps several different types of traffic with diffcrent bit ratesandonloff characteristics. One example is Packet Reservation Multiple Access (PRMA) [2] . a dynamic slot allocation procedure in which idle timeslots are requested by users on a contention basis. If a user is successful in reserving one or more slots in a frame, that slot or slots is reserved for that uscr as long as required. Whcn a slot is relinquished by a user (at the end of a speech burst or data packet), it is open for contention andreservation hyotherusers.Asynchronoustransfer mode (ATM) can also be incorporated in a TDMA-based wireless system [ 6 ] . TDMA is a well-understood access technology, which has been successfully used ina number ofwired and wireless digital transmission systems. This has no doubt contributed to its adoption in second-generation digital cellular and PCS systems. capacity of FDMA, TDMA and CDMA systems Objective comparisonsofspectrum efficiency or are difficult to make since it is almost impossible to have similar assumptions for different systems. Furthermore, most comparisons are made between diffcrent systcms, at diffcrcnt cvolutionary stages, and not between the access methods themselves. If one were to compare two optimized systems, withdifferentaccessmethods,theircapacitieswould likely be similar. Capacity in a cellular based personal wireless communication systems can be expressed as cell capacity or system capacity. Cell capacity, or radiocapacity, dependson the radiolink performance. i.e., at howlowcarrier-to-interference ratio (CII) the system can operate, at acceptable quality. This in turn depends on the system requirements for speech quality (for a given digital speech compression technique) or data reliability. Cell capacityismeasuredinErlang/MHdCell, and is traditionally used when analyzing the capacity of a system. Both the modulation efficiency (bits per second per Hz) and the frequency reuse factor must be taken into account. System capacity, on the other hand; depends on the feasibility o f supporting small cells (micro cells and pic0 cells) and the cell capacity. System capacity is measured in Erlang'MHzlkm2,whichmeansquite naturally that the capacity increases with decreased cell size. Capacities for various types of cellular systems can also be compared roughly and simply, on the basis of the number of user terminals they can support in a fixed bandwidth, given the C/I requirements of each system. As an example, consider a comparison of the GSM digital cellular system with the North American AMPS analog cellular system. The latter accommodatesone user in a30-KHz bandwidth,requiresabout 18dB C/I forsatisfactory quality, and generally requires a cellular frequency reuse factor of 7, with3-sector antennas. The GSM system, aided by slow frequency hopping and coding, requires about 9 dB CiI, a frequency reuse factor of 3, with 3-sector antennas, and in its initial version, accommodates eight users in a 20O-KHz bandwidth. Thus the GSMcapacity is about (30 x 7) divided by (3 x 200/8) = 2.8 times that of AMPS. Similar calculations [7] suggest that the IS-54 digital cellular system can exceed the AMPS capacity by a factor of about 3.5 to 6.3, and that the PDC digital cellular system can exceed the AMPS capacity by a factor of about 4.2 to 7.6. Each of these systems' factors can (and will) be approximately doubled by the use of half-rate speech coders. These upper and lower boundson improvementfactorcorrespond topessimisticandoptimistic frequency reuse factors of 7 and 4, respectively.
Capacity Enhancement and Evolutionary Scenarios
B othlargecells(macrocellsorumbrellacells)and small cells are needed simultaneously. The large cells are used to get coverage, and sometimes also to support hand-offs between small cells. The small cells are used to achieve high capacity, ACA is alrofrequenrly to get coverage in certain places, e.g., tunnels and called Llynamic Channel garages, and also to provide access to users with Assignment (DCA).
low power portables. This whole scenario can be described as hierarchical cell structures (HCS); as shown in Fig. 2 . The definition of HCS is that different cell types exists simultaneously in different cell layers. covering a common geographical area. To get very high system capacity the requirement is that HCS must be supported [8] .
Before discussing the consequences of HCS for TDMA systems, we look into the possibilities of increasing the cell capacity via either or both of Adaptive Channel Allocation (ACA)' and Frequency Hopping (FH). The idea of ACA is to avoid interference by allocating channels based on the instantaneoussignal-to-interferencesituation.This means that there is no fixed reuse distance. Sometimes theco-channel user isveryclose;e.g.,whenthe mobile/portable is close to the base station. Sometimes the operating conditions for one user areverydifficult; then the cochannel users are forced to be distant. Also when the traffic conditions are varying, channels can be "moved" to the peaktraffic cells. The capacity increase with ACA can be as much as 100 percent, compared to the same system using a fixed channel allocation. In [9], ACA is shown to be able to increase the capacity of IS-54 on the order of 30 percent. ACA is also part of the DECT standard [lo] .
Another way to increase the cell capacity is to use random FH, which can either be fast, (hopping rate on the order of the bit rate), or slow, (hopping between bursts of data). Slow FH (SFH) is part of the GSM standard. In a SFH system, the users inside a cell have the same hopping sequence, but offset from one another such that they do not interfere; i.e., the users within any cell are orthogonal. The hopping sequences in different cells are random, which means that the interference from other cell users is averaged. The averaging is made possible through interleaving and powerfulchannel coding. In GSM for example, the interleaving is done over 8 bursts, and a convolutional code of rate R = 112, and constraint length K = 5. is used [ l l ] .
The combination of interleaving and channel coding give the effect that a number of bursts can be completely wiped out, and the information can still be recovered. In GSM, approximately two out of eight bursts can be wiped out without loss of information. See for further information on capacity in FH-TDMA systems.
Note that a FH-TDMA system really can be considered as a CDMA system, with the code as the hopping sequence. The increase in capacity comes from the fact that the interference is averaged. which means that one can design the system closer to the average interference situation, compared to non-hopping systems. The frequency reuse factor can be reduced to one, by reducing the cell load (fractional loading). This is very similar to direct sequence (DS) CDMA systems, with the extra benefit that the users inside a cellareorthogonal to one another.
Another benefit of FH is increased robustness (diversity) against fast fading, due to multipath propagation, especially for slowly moving users. The principle is that the total hopping bandwidth is sufficiently large that the different hopping frequenciesarenot too highlycorrelated. Improved performance results because only a few of the frequencies will be subject to deep fading at the same time instant. Asdiscussedearlier, toreally increase the system capacity. a hierarchical cell structure (HCS) is coverage andoperationalfle~biliry. Tosupport HCS.
iequired and not only for capacity. but also for reliable hand-off between cell layersisrequired. Furthermore. hand-off should not be forced between cell layers, i.e.. it should be up to the operator to choose the hand-off strategy [8] . In HCS systems the different layers need to use different RF-carriers. so the different cell types are orthogonal to each other. This is due to near-far effects. e.g., mixing low power micro cells and high power macro cells. and the requirement that hand-off should not be forced between layers. Mobile assisted hand-off (MAHO) is thcrcfore required between different RF-carriers. This is the normal operating mode for TDMA systems, as shown in Fig. 3 , where measurements on other KF-carriers are made at the mobile station during the free time after the receive and transmit bursts. As indicated in Fig. 3 . the mobile measures one , other frequency in each frame, cycling through all possible alternative frequencies during the succession of frames. The MAHO process is part of all TDMA standards. The evolution of TDMA systems not only means Increased capacity. Probably even more important is the aspect of increased flexibility in frequency planning. The use of ACA means that the system is self-planning. continually adapting to changing conditionc.
Modulation and Detection Approaches
C onsideration of the frequency reuse factor and WI (carrier to interference ratio) required by multilevel modulation schemes lead to the conclusion that four-level modulation schemes such as QPSK or its variants are appropriate choices in many cellular environments [l] . Beyond four levels in these environments, the effect of decreased required bandwidth is more than offset by the larger frequency reuse factor needed for sufficient CII. However the reasoning in [l] leads to thc conclusion that modulation schcmes with more levels may he more appropriate if cells are physically isolated by walls, or if the attenuationversus-distance exponent is hlgh (six or more). Multilevel modulation is also useful in proposed systems whose instantaneous bit rate can vary to accommodate fading. An example is differentially encoded amplitude phase shift keyed modulation (DAPSK or star QAM) [ 151, which can be detected coherently or differentially. modulation, or also as a version of offset QPSK (Its modulation bandwidth efficiency is closer to that of QPSK than to that of BPSK). The PACS system proposed by Bellcore [5, 17] uses coherent QPSK.
The choice of coherent or noncoherent modulation depends on the relative time vanability of the radio channel and on cost and processing power considerations. Conditions of higher time variability tend to favor the use of differential or other noncoherent detection. Lower time variability and more stringent performance or spectral efficiency requirements tend to favor coherent detection approaches. Furthermore, referencedirected equalizer adaptation algorithms in effect supply the carrier phase estimate. In this case It requires very little extra hardware complexity to include coherent demodulation.
Differential detection of differentially encoded phase modulated signals is a form of noncoherent detection which has the advantages of fast synchronization, high robustness to multipath fading, and reduced hardware complexity. Conventional differential detection for M-ary DPSK detects the phase difference between the two successively received signal samples and then decides which symbol was transmitted. Since the phase reference is corrupted by noise and interference. the bit error rate (BER) performance is inferior to that with ideal coherent detection.
Decision feedback differential detection is a simple and practical method of improving the performance of differential detection to approach that of coherent detection [l8] . Feeding back the past L detected symbols, It reverse-modulates the stored, past received signal samples and generates a reliable reference signal, If the past decisions are all correct, the reverse-modulated signal components are all in phase and can be coherently added. This modulation and addition process increases the reference signal SNR by 10 log L dB.
The fast synchronization property of differential detection is still maintained. Differential detection is susceptible to frequency offset between the transmitter and receiver, but the frequency offset can be estimated by correlating the detector output waveform with the feedback detected symbol sequence. Then the detectoroutput isinverselyphaserotated before thedecisioncircuit so as to cancel the effect of the frequency offset.
Delay Spread Mitigation Requirements
D
elay spread or time dispersion is a physical phenomenon due to multipath propagation. The transmitted signal will travel through a multipath environment, and will arrive dispersed in the receiver. The rms delay spread is a measure of the standard deviation of the channel impulse response duration. It tends toincreasewith the propagation pathlength and antenna heights. Thuu it is typically higher for large-cell systems than for indoor microcellular systems. How much intersymbol interference (ISI) ; 1 given amount of delay spread causes depends on the symbol time. If the rms delay spread exceeds about 10 percent to 20 percent of thc symbol time, delay spread mltigation is necessary [19] , typically either diversity or equalization. or hoth. TDMA radio systems with larger relative delay spreads. where the transmission bandwidth significantly exceeds the channel's coherence bandwidth, can achieve a form o f frequency diversity by using adaptive equalization. The same kind of benefit is realized by large-bandwldth CDMA systems which use RAKE receivers. The resulting relative diversi~gainwouldbexpectedtobehigherforCDMA systemswhenthechanneldelayspreadissmallcompared t o the data symbol interval, but might be roughlyequal for TDMAand CDMAsystemswhose signal bandwidth greatly exceed the channel's coherence bandwidth.
The GSM and IS-54 digital cellular systems both require adaptive equalization. The requirements on delay spread mitigation are defined quite differentlyin thesesystems. InGSManumber of typical channel models (delay profiles) have been postulated. Roughly speaking, in GSM impulse responses of any shape, with a width of up to around 18-20 ps, should be handled. In IS-54 the different channel models are characterized as a two-ray model, with ray separation as a parameter. The maximum separation between the two rays is 40 ps; Le., one symbol time.
T h e IS1 in the two systems will also differ quite significantly, and consequently the equalizer requirements. With a time dispersion width of 18 ps in GSM. 5 bits might interfere with one another. GSM is an example of a TDMA system whose transmission bandwidth typically exceeds the channel coherence bandwidth by a considerable amount. In IS54 two symbols will interfere, since the symbol time is the same as the time dispersion width requirement (40 ms). Further spreading results from transmitter and receiver band limiting filters, but the IS1 span in symbol intervals is still less than that of GSM. So the GSM equalizer itself will be more complex than that for IS-54. Delay spread conditions requiring equalization and/or diversity will also be encounwith bit rates above about 2 Mb/s. tered in most indoor wireless systems operating
Diversity and Channel Coding
A .
ntenna diversity reception is basically classifled Into two types: predetection and postdetection combining. Predetection combining either requires the careful co-phasing of all the received signals that experience fast random phasevariations, orisdonesimplyhyselectingthe"best"oftheantennaoutputsfordemodulation, and discarding theothers. Postdetection diversity is simpler to implement than co-phasing (but more complex than selection since it requires the duplication of receivers) and matches noncoherent receivers [20], since all the differential detector outputs can he easily combined; this is because the detection process removes the random phase variations.
A block diagram of an optimal postdetection diversityreceiverwithdifferentialdetectionisshown in Fig. 4 . The detector outputs are weighted before combination according to the time varying channel condition of each branch. The weight is in proportion to the square of the received signal envelope R (if alimiter isnotusedbeforedifferential detection, no weight function is required) to weaken contributions from weaker signal branches. Performance results, shown in Fig. 5 , were measured for independent Rayleigh fading of desired and interfering signals. with a normalized maximum DopplerfrequencyFDT= 0.00125.Theresultsshow that a 1 percent BER can be achieved at below an average SIR of 14 dB (which is about 1 dB smaller than with selection combining) with simple two-branch diversity. This permits a frequency reu5e factor of four if a three-sectored cell is used.
Since IS1 due to delay spread becomes larger as the signal becomes weaker, diversity combining can reduce the effect of dclay spread. The Japanese PDC system relies on diversity to combat ISI, and generally does not use adaptive equalization. For example, the tolerable rms delay spread for 1 percent BER can be increased to nearly 20 percent of the symbol time by using two-branch diversity. This corresponds to 9.5-ys rms delay spread for the Japanese PDC using 21 ksymbol/s. To cope with delay spreads beyond this value, diversity can be combined with base station antenna beam tilting to weaken multipath signals travelling from long distances.
Convolutionalcodingisapowerful technique for reliable data transmission in mobile Lading environments. Decoding can be applied to the output of the postdetection combiner in Fig. 4 . Soft decision Viterbi dccodingwith interleaving is itself a form of postdetection combining, and thus can increase the effective diversity order without increasing the number of antenna elements . This is of practicalimportance, especiallyfor hand-heldportables. For ideal interleaving, the equivalent order of diversity is the number of space diversity branches times the effective code length (ECL), which may be definedastheshortestsymbolerroreventpathlength of the code [21] .
The theoretically predicted relative cell capacity of QDPSK with two-branch space diversity and constraint length K = 5 punctured codes, compared to a system with no diversity and no coding, is shown in Fig. 6 for BER=10-4 [21] . Althoughconditionsfor this resultwere ideal (interference but no noise, hexagonal cell layout, ideal bit interleaving, zero delay spread and doppler), it illustrates the substantial contribution to system capacity from coding and diversity.
Symbol(orhit)interleavingisusedtochangeslow fading into forced fast, independent fading t o yield the maximum power of channel coding. For ideal interleaving, the required interleaving depth (the transmission time separation between two consccutivc coded symbols), is on the order of 0.38!fn., wherefu is the maximum Doppler frcquency, determined by the terminal speed and carrier wavelength. This corresponds to 4.6 ms in time and 73 symbols for a transmission rate of 16 Ksymbolh at a 900 MHz carrier frequency and a 100 km/h terminal speed. A shorter interleaving depth. about half the above value, can be used witha slight performancedegradation.Theeffect of imperfect interleaving is similar to that of fading correlation in a space diversity system. For a frequency selective high bit rate indoor wireless channel, coding, even without interleaving, can also help to reduce the order of diversity needed to limit outage probability 1221. The function of the equalizer's adaptation algorithm is to acquire and track the requiredequalizer parameters. The set of parameters that must be estimated for a MLSE equalizer is the sampled channcl impulse response. The DFE requires aset offonvardandfeedbacktapcoefficients, which can bc adapted directly, or computed from the estimated channel impulse rcsponse.
Adaptive Equalizer
Since in a TDMA system the channel response to or from a particular terminal may have changed significantlysince thelast timeslot, acquisitionofthc equalizer parameters must generally start afresh in each timeslot. Typically the acquisition algorithm is based on reference data symbols derived from a training bequence of known data symbols. Adaptation algorithms with very fast convergence are required due to thc very short training periods(26bforGSM,28bforIS-54).Theclassicexample is recursive least squares (RLS). In GSM and IS-54 the training sequences are designed to have impulse-like autocorrelation functions, so that a simple correlation operation estimates thc channel impulse rcsponse [23] .
When it comes to channel tracking an important issue iswhether one has to track during the burst, ornot.Withacarrierfrequencyofaround900MHz, and assuming a vehicle speed of 100 kmih, we get a maximum doppler frequency off0 = 83 Hz. The minimum time between two fading dips is therefore roughly 6 ms (li2f~). In GSM the burst length is around 0.58 ms, and furthermore, since the synchronization word is in the middle of the burst, the maximum variation time is around 0.29 ms. This means that the channel is practically constant during the burst. In IS-54 on the other hand, the burst length is 6.7 ms; i.e., of the same order as the time between dips. This means that one will experience severechannclvdriations during the burst and highly optimized tracking algorithms are needed. On the other hand, for broadband indoor wirelesssystems,wheredopplerissmallandthedata rate is relatively large, tracking andcoherent demodulation pose little problem.
Fast tracking algorithms utilizing receiver dccisions toprovide areferenceintroduceproblems of error propagation; decision errors can rapidly dircct the equalizer parameters towards the wrong values. Furthermore, in the case of MLSE equalizers, the MLSE decision algorithm introduces a significant delay in thc receiver's decisions, whichcan hamper afastdccisiondirectedalgorithm. One way to circumvent these problems is to dispense with decision-directed tracking altogether, estimate the channel impulse response or equalizer coefficients during periodic training periods, and inferpolute these estimates between trainingperiods. This strategy has proven effective and robust, for sufficiently frequent training intervals [29]. It can beused for example in the base to mobile direction in IS-54, with a phase-alignment procedure to allow for differential coding [26] .
Conclusions T
DMA is a classic approach to multiple access in digital cellular wireless communications systems. We have summarized anumber of frequency and timeslot allocation techniques for enhancing thecapacityandilexibilityofTDMA-basedsystems. We havc also described how the problems of fading, delay spread, time variability and interference affect TDMA systems, and how they may be countered and even exploited by appropriate techniques of detection, diversity, coding, adaptive equalization and slow FH. It is worth emphasizing that the use of one of these techniques, slow random FH, results in a system that is in effect a hybrid of TDMA and CDMA. 
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